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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method of executing a bag of tasks application in a cluster 
over a distributed computing system, the cluster having a 
cluster resource manager. The method includes requesting 
that the cluster resource manager authorize access by a 
remote user of the distributed computing system to any idle 
nodes of the cluster, submitting a bag of tasks slave process 
to the cluster resource manager, loading the bag of tasks 
slave process in one of the idle nodes Without an allocation 
operation, sequentially scheduling tasks from the bag of 
tasks to the bag of tasks slave process, and executing the bag 
of tasks slave process either until ?nished or until the node 
in Which the bag of tasks slave process is loaded is required 
oWing to a local allocation request. 
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION METHOD AND 
SYSTEM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to a resource alloca 
tion method and system, of particular but by no means 
exclusive application in allocating resources in the execution 
of bag of tasks applications. 

[0002] In the description that folloWs, it should be under 
stood that the term “cluster” refers to a space-shared, dis 
tributed memory computing system. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] A “Bag of Tasks” (BoT) application is a technique 
used in distributed memory computing systems, in Which a 
quantity of Work is divided into separate tasks that are placed 
in a list or “bag”. Each processor takes one of the tasks from 
the bag and, When that task is completed, takes another. 

[0004] According to existing techniques, When a user 
Wants to run a BoT application on a cluster (Which is usually 
connected to a Grid), he or she submits a request that 
speci?es the number of nodes in the cluster and the duration 
of the Job. Such a request is knoWn as a “rigid request”. All 
nodes are then made available simultaneously for the BoT 
application. 
[0005] HoWever, the computing resources of such a dis 
tributed computing system may be neither homogeneous nor 
dedicated, so When an application is executed in such a 
system the allocation time must be speci?ed in the resource 
request sent to a cluster resource manager. It is dif?cult to 
estimate the execution time of an application in such sys 
tems, Which makes “rigid requests” impracticable. Further 
more, a BoT application does not require simultaneous 
access to all the processors in the cluster, so requiring that 
it do so delays the execution of the BoT application. 

[0006] The user could in principle address this problem by 
submitting one request per task, but most cluster adminis 
trators limit the number of requests a user can have pending 
at any time, Which limits the value of this approach. 

[0007] One existing technique that attempts to overcome 
this limitation involves probing the cluster resource manager 
about the largest request that can currently be ful?lled, 
sending that request, and then repeating this strategy until 
the BoT application ?nishes. HoWever, this approach is 
restricted by any policies in place in the cluster that limit 
individual resource consumption; indeed, such policies are 
often enforced even if there are idle resources. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] In a ?rst broad aspect, therefore, the present inven 
tion provides a method of executing a bag of tasks applica 
tion in a cluster over a distributed computing system, the 
cluster having a cluster resource manager. The method 
comprises: 

[0009] requesting that the cluster resource manager 
authoriZe access by a remote user of the distributed 
computing system to any idle nodes of the cluster; 

[0010] submitting a bag of tasks slave process to the 
cluster resource manager; 
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[0011] loading the bag of tasks slave process in one of 
the idle nodes Without an allocation operation; 

[0012] sequentially scheduling tasks from the bag of 
tasks to the bag of tasks slave process; and 

[0013] executing the bag of tasks slave process either 
until ?nished or until the node in Which the bag of tasks 
slave process is loaded is required oWing to a local 
allocation request. 

[0014] It Will be appreciated by those in the art that the bag 
of tasks slave process Will be ?nished When there are no 
more tasks in the bag. It Will also be appreciated that the 
cluster may form a part of or constitute the distributed 
computing system. 

[0015] In some embodiments, the bag of tasks slave pro 
cess is one of a plurality of bag of tasks slave processes. The 
method may then include submitting the bag of tasks slave 
processes to the cluster resource manager, loading as many 
of the bag of tasks slave processes as there are idle nodes in 
respective idle nodes Without an allocation operation, 
sequentially scheduling tasks from said bag of tasks to said 
bag of tasks slave processes, and executing each of the 
loaded bag of tasks slave processes either until ?nished or 
until the node in Which the respective bag of tasks slave 
process is loaded is required oWing to a local allocation 
request. 

[0016] In one particular embodiment, the distributed com 
puting system comprises a Grid. 

[0017] Thus, in this aspect the invention employs a trans 
parent allocation strategy to exploit idle cluster resources to 
execute bag of tasks applications in a distributed computing 
environment (such as a Grid). This alloWs the distributed 
computing system to use all idle resources from a cluster 
Without a formal allocation operation; local user applications 
that request cluster nodes through standard allocation pre 
empt remote distributed computing system Jobs. 

[0018] Cluster utiliZation is usually noWhere near 100 
percent, especially in large machines located in universities 
or research centers. Even if cluster utiliZation is high, there 
generally remain idle resources that are not be allocated to 
the local demand oWing to Workload characteristics or 
scheduler limitations. This is knoWn as external fragmenta 
tion in resource management. This surplus, in the present 
aspect, is exploited by the distributed computing system 
architecture to execute remote applications Without requir 
ing the formal allocation of the nodes. Not all distributed 
computing system applications can cope With the abrupt loss 
of the resources to a local allocation request (i.e. preemp 
tion) and for most of them it Would not compensate to be 
remotely dispatched if a minimum period of utiliZation 
could not be guarantied. 

[0019] HoWever, a BoT application can handle the abrupt 
loss of resources, as a BoT is a master-slave application: the 
master is responsible for managing and scheduling the tasks 
in the bag and the slaves merely request and execute these 
tasks until no more tasks remain. The number of dispatched 
slaves may vary and, if a slave is interrupted, the master 
reschedules the un?nished task. This strategy is referred to 
as “transparent” because the distributed computing system 
uses all available idle resources at request time Without a 
formal allocation operation to the cluster resource manager 
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(CRM). This means that the resources are not allocated 
(blocked) for the distributed computing system by the CRM. 
The CRM is aWare of What resources are being used at a 
given time because it must still allow the remote distributed 
computing system user to log to and load its BoT application 
on the idle nodes for execution but, because the slave 
processes are not the subject of formal allocation operations, 
the nodes running the BoT remain free from the point of 
vieW of the CRM, and may receive a local cluster allocation 
at any time. It Will be appreciated that, if this occurs, a BoT 
slave process running in the node Will be killed, Which Will 
sloW (or stop) the execution of the BoT application. HoW 
ever, this is not a problem since the Work lost When a BoT 
slave is killed is rescheduled by the master BoT to other 
running slave process. 

[0020] It Will be appreciated that BoT applications—and 
hence this aspect of the invention—can be employed in 
many areas, including data mining, massive searches (such 
as key breaking), parameter sWeeps, simulations, fractal 
calculations, computer imaging and computational biology. 
[0021] In one embodiment, the method includes identify 
ing any neWly idle nodes, submitting a further bag of tasks 
slave process to the cluster resource manager for each of any 
neWly idle nodes, and loading each of said further bag of 
tasks slave processes in one of said neWly idle nodes Without 
an allocation operation. This is preferably done by notifying 
a resource manager of the distributed computing system of 
any neWly idle nodes (such as by means of one or more node 
agents). 
[0022] According to another broad aspect, the invention 
provides a distributed computing system for executing a bag 
of tasks application. The system comprises a resource man 
ager and a cluster having a cluster resource manager. The 
resource manager is operable to request that the cluster 
resource manager authoriZe access by a remote user of the 
distributed computing system to any idle nodes of the cluster 
and to submit a bag of tasks slave process to the cluster 
resource manager, and the cluster resource manager is 
operable to load the bag of tasks slave process in one of the 
idle nodes Without an allocation operation, to sequentially 
schedule tasks from the bag of tasks to the bag of tasks slave 
process, and to execute the bag of tasks slave process either 
until ?nished or until the node in Which the bag of tasks slave 
process is loaded is required oWing to a local allocation 
request. 
[0023] It Will be appreciated that, in use, the components 
of the distributed computing system may change With time, 
as nodes of the cluster may leave or join the distributed 
computing system. 
[0024] In some embodiments, the bag of tasks slave pro 
cess is one of a plurality of bag of tasks slave processes, the 
resource manager is operable to submit the bag of tasks slave 
processes to the cluster resource manager, and the cluster 
resource manager is operable to load as many of the bag of 
tasks slave processes as there are idle nodes in respective 
idle nodes Without an allocation operation, sequentially 
schedule tasks from the bag of tasks to the bag of tasks slave 
processes, and execute each of the loaded bag of tasks slave 
processes either until ?nished or until the node in Which the 
respective bag of tasks slave process is loaded is required 
oWing to a local allocation request. 

[0025] In one particular embodiment, the distributed com 
puting system comprises a Grid. 
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[0026] In still another aspect of the invention, there is 
provided a computer readable medium provided With pro 
gram data that, When executed on a distributed computing 
system, implements the method of the ?rst aspect described 
above. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

[0027] In order that the invention may be more clearly 
ascertained, embodiments Will noW be described, by Way of 
example, With reference to the accompanying draWing, in 
Which: 

[0028] FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW of a distributed com 
puting system according to a ?rst embodiment of the inven 
tion With a communications netWork; 

[0029] FIG. 2 is a How diagram of the procedure by Which 
a BoT application is executed on the cluster of FIG. 1; and 

[0030] FIG. 3 is a schematic vieW of a data storage 
medium according to another embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0031] A distributed computing system in the form of a 
Grid according to a ?rst embodiment of the invention is 
shoWn schematically at 100, together With a communica 
tions netWork 102, in FIG. 1. The Grid 100 includes a 
cluster 104 (having individual computer nodes 106a, 106b 
and 106c), remote Grid user computers 108, 110 and server 
112. The cluster 104 and each of the user computers 108, 110 
can communicate electronically With each other When nec 
essary by means of the communications netWork 102. 

[0032] The users are remote With respect to the cluster 
104. The communications netWork 102 can be in the form of 
essentially any computer netWork architecture, including an 
intranet, a LAN or indeed the internet. 

[0033] It Will be understood by those in the art that, in 
general, free cluster resources or nodes can dynamically join 
and leave the Grid, though the Grid must be aWare of Which 
resources are in the Grid at any time so that it can dispatch 
tasks to those resources. This means, hoWever, that—al 
though nodes 106a, 106b and 106c are described herein as 
constituting a cluster—the Grid need not see these nodes as 
a cluster. 

[0034] The server 112 includes (and—in use—runs) a grid 
resource manager (GRM) program; cluster 104 similarly 
includes a cluster resource manager (CRM) that in use runs 
on a node termed the “front-end node”; in practice, the 
front-end node can be any of nodes 106a, 106b and 106c. 
The CRM alloWs the Grid (and the Grid users) to access the 
nodes. 

[0035] When a remote Grid user (at either of remote user 
computers 108 or 110) Wishes to execute a BoT application, 
the user’s request is initially handled by the GRM. The 
procedure folloWs the steps shoWn in How diagram 200 in 
FIG. 2. 

[0036] At step 202, the Grid user submits the BoT job 
from their remote user computer 108 or 110 to the GRM 
running on server 112. At step 204, GRM asks the CRM to 
authoriZe access by the Grid user to any idle nodes of the 
cluster 104. At step 206, the CRM checks the user’s rights 
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to receive this access and, at step 208, it is determined 
Whether the user has the appropriate rights. If the user does 
not have the appropriate rights, at step 210 the user is denied 
the requested access and at step 226 the procedure ends. 

[0037] If the user does have the appropriate rights, at step 
212 the GRM submits BoT slave processes to the CRM. As 
many slave processes are submitted to the CRM as there are 
idle nodes (as determined at step 204). At step 214, the BoT 
slave processes are loaded in the idle nodes of cluster 104, 
Without a formal allocation operation to the CRM. 

[0038] At step 214, the BoT slave processes are executed. 
Amaster BoT process, Which in use runs on any Workstation 
that is a part of the Grid, manages the slave processes and 
schedules (at step 216) a task from the bag to each of the 
slave processes. 

[0039] If the master BoT process Were to stop prematurely, 
the Whole Grid application Would also stop. (This is not so 
for slave processes, since any other running slave could run 
the stopped task.) Consequently, the master BoT process is 
executed on a stable node of the Grid (viZ. computer 108, 
computer 110 or server 112) rather than on a cluster node, 
since cluster nodes may leave and join the Grid. 

[0040] The number of dispatched slave processes may 
increase, since the number of idle nodes may increase: this 
is explained beloW. Also, any of the nodes on Which a slave 
process is running may be preempted (i.e. allocated by the 
cluster to a local process), since these nodes have not 
themselves be the subject of an allocation operation; this 
step is shoWn at step 218, but it should be understood that 
step 218 refers separately to each slave process. Such 
preemption Will typically occur When a local user (i.e. a user 
of any one of nodes 106a, 106b and 106c of cluster 104) 
makes a local allocation request, indicating that he or she 
Wishes to run a process on one of those nodes. If this does 
not occur for any particular node, the slave process on that 
node can continue until its task is completed (see step 220) 
then—if any tasks remain in the bag—return to step 216 
Where another task is scheduled to it. Thus, if a slave process 
is not preempted and hence killed, it Will continue to process 
tasks sequentially until no more tasks remain in the bag and 
the procedure ends at step 226. 

[0041] At step 218 (Which, as noted above, refers sepa 
rately to each slave process), if a slave process is preempted 
oWing to its corresponding node being the subject of a local 
allocation request, at step 224 that slave process is killed and 
the task that Was scheduled to that slave process returned to 
the bag so that the master process can reschedule it to some 
other slave process. 

[0042] If, at step 222, there are no remaining tasks in the 
bag, the procedure ends at step 226. 

[0043] Preemption reduces the number of idle nodes avail 
able to a remote user. HoWever, once the local user process 
that prompted the preemption is complete, the node used for 
that process Will commonly become idle again and hence 
available to the remote user. According to this embodiment, 
the GRM is informed Whenever a node becomes idle so that 
a further slave process can be executed on the neWly idle 
node. This is done as folloWs. 

[0044] A “node agent” is executed on each node Whenever 
that node becomes idle; the respective node agent is turned 
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off When its node is allocated to a local user. When the 
computer time allocated to a local user commences, the 
CRM executes a pre-processing script that includes a list of 
the nodes allocated to that local user. This script turns off the 
node agent of each node allocated to that local user. When 
the computer time allocated to the local user ?nishes, the 
CRM executes a post-processing script and executes a node 
agent in each node the user has released. These node agents 
each sends a message to the GRM advising the GRM that 
their respective nodes are noW idle. The GRM is hence able 
to submit one or more further bag of tasks slave process to 
the CRM for execution on the neWly idle node or nodes. 

[0045] Referring to FIG. 3, in another embodiment the 
necessary softWare for effecting the procedure of FIG. 2 is 
provided on a CD-ROM 300. 

[0046] FIG. 3 is a schematic vieW of a data storage 
medium 300 according to another embodiment. The data 
storage medium 300 is in the form of a CD-ROM 302 that 
contains program instructions for effecting the procedure for 
executing a bag of tasks application as described above by 
reference to FIGS. 1 and 2. It Will be understood that, in this 
embodiment, the particular type of data storage medium 
may be selected according to need or other requirements. 
For example, instead of CD-ROM 302 the data storage 
medium 300 could be in the form of a magnetic medium, but 
essentially any data storage medium Will suf?ce. Indeed, the 
user need not be aWare of Which type of data storage 
medium is used, as the actual data storage medium could be 
located and accessed remotely. 

[0047] The above embodiments have various advantages. 
They alloW Grid users full access to local cluster resources 
for BoT applications Without any interference for the local 
users, While providing priority to local users When accessing 
their cluster resources. 

[0048] These embodiments alloW cluster managers to 
share available resources With the Grid Without interference 
With the local allocation of cluster resources, since BoT 
processes are be killed if the nodes are needed. BoT users 
may sometimes lose slave processes to local cluster alloca 
tions but they Will have unrestricted access to all idle 
resources of the cluster. 

[0049] The foregoing description of the exemplary 
embodiments is provided to enable any person skilled in the 
art to make or use the present invention. While the invention 
has been described With respect to particular illustrated 
embodiments, various modi?cations to these embodiments 
Will readily be apparent to those skilled in the art, and the 
generic principles de?ned herein may be applied to other 
embodiments Without departing from the spirit or scope of 
the invention. It is therefore desired that the present embodi 
ments be considered in all respects as illustrative and not 
restrictive. Accordingly, the present invention is not 
intended to be limited to the embodiments described above 
but is to be accorded the Widest scope consistent With the 
principles and novel features disclosed herein. 

1. A method of executing a bag of tasks application in a 
cluster over a distributed computing system, the cluster 
having a cluster resource manager, the method comprising: 

requesting that the cluster resource manager authoriZe 
access by a remote user of the distributed computing 
system to any idle nodes of the cluster; 
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submitting a bag of tasks slave process to the cluster 
resource manager; 

loading the bag of tasks slave process in one of the idle 
nodes Without an allocation operation; 

sequentially scheduling tasks from the bag of tasks to the 
bag of tasks slave process; and 

executing the bag of tasks slave process either until 
?nished or until the node in Which the bag of tasks slave 
process is loaded is required oWing to a local allocation 
request. 

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the cluster 
form a part of or constitutes the distributed computing 
system. 

3. A method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the bag of 
tasks slave process is one of a plurality of bag of tasks slave 
processes, and the method includes submitting the bag of 
tasks slave processes to the cluster resource manager, load 
ing as many of the bag of tasks slave processes as there are 
idle nodes in respective idle nodes Without an allocation 
operation, sequentially scheduling tasks from said bag of 
tasks to said bag of tasks slave processes, and executing each 
of the loaded bag of tasks slave processes either until 
?nished or until the node in Which the respective bag of tasks 
slave process is loaded is required oWing to a local allocation 
request. 

4. A method as claimed in claim 1, including identifying 
any neWly idle nodes, submitting a further bag of tasks slave 
process to the cluster resource manager for each of any 
neWly idle nodes, and loading each of said further bag of 
tasks slave processes in one of said neWly idle nodes Without 
an allocation operation. 

5. A method as claimed in claim 4, including notifying a 
resource manager of the distributed computing system of 
any neWly idle nodes. 

6. A distributed computing system for executing a bag of 
tasks application, comprising: 

a resource manager; and 

a cluster having a cluster resource manager; 

Wherein the resource manager is operable to request that 
the cluster resource manager authoriZe access by a 
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remote user of the distributed computing system to any 
idle nodes of the cluster and to submit a bag of tasks 
slave process to the cluster resource manager, and the 
cluster resource manager is operable to load the bag of 
tasks slave process in one of the idle nodes Without an 
allocation operation, to sequentially schedule tasks 
from the bag of tasks to the bag of tasks slave process, 
and to execute the bag of tasks slave process either until 
?nished or until the node in Which the bag of tasks slave 
process is loaded is required oWing to a local allocation 
request. 

7. Asystem as claimed in claim 6, Wherein the bag of tasks 
slave process is one of a plurality of bag of tasks slave 
processes, the resource manager is operable to submit the 
bag of tasks slave processes to the cluster resource manager, 
and the cluster resource manager is operable to load as many 
of the bag of tasks slave processes as there are idle nodes in 
respective idle nodes Without an allocation operation, 
sequentially schedule tasks from the bag of tasks to the bag 
of tasks slave processes, and execute each of the loaded bag 
of tasks slave processes either until ?nished or until the node 
in Which the respective bag of tasks slave process is loaded 
is required oWing to a local allocation request. 

8. A system as claimed in claim 6, Wherein the cluster is 
con?gured to notify the resource manager of any neWly idle 
nodes, the resource manager is con?gured to respond by 
submitting a further bag of tasks slave process to the cluster 
resource manager for each of any neWly idle nodes, and the 
cluster resource manager is con?gured to load each of said 
further bag of tasks slave processes in one of said neWly idle 
nodes Without an allocation operation. 

9. A system as claimed in claim 6, Wherein the distributed 
computing system comprises a Grid. 

10. A computer readable medium provided With program 
data that, When executed on a distributed computing system, 
implements a method as claimed in claim 1. 

11. (canceled) 
12. (canceled) 
13. A method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the distrib 

uted computing system comprises a Grid. 


